Giant Illumi Board
Product Code: EY10425


This glowing surface offers a range of learning opportunities. It can be used on a
table or on the floor. The colour effect can change at the press of a button. Literally
light up learning.



Use as a large surface to make marks. Children can make a variety of patterns. It
can be big, sweeping movements or tiny shapes. Use for drawing on, writing, maths
work, designs etc.



Place pieces of paper on the board. We made snowflakes from tissue paper, acetate
and shiny paper to create a wintery scene. We then looked at which material let the
light shine through. You could try this with different materials. Use this as an
opportunity to describe things that are transparent, shiny, dull, opaque etc.



Make different small world scenes on the board. Use characters and landscape
items.
NB: Be careful that the items are not abrasive and will not damage the surface.



Use as an illuminated maths area. Place counters on the surface and add and take
away. Write on the board with the chalk pens. Make sequences. Collate counters and
sort and classify.



Make the surface into a giant aquarium. Place tissue, seaweed, acetate fish, small
world divers, acrylic stones etc. to create an underwater world.



This is a great way of learning about letter formation. Start with large circular
movements and then refine it to small, controlled formations.



Make a magical landscape, complete with a castle. Add interesting characters. You
might draw a moat or drawbridge, a swamp etc. Use this as a catalyst to tell stories
and enrich language.



Use the illuminated surface with a variety of resources available form TTS. There are
jigsaws, trees, shapes, number and letter domes etc.



Make sets of different items on the board. You could have transparent acrylic bowls
and then collect counters together according to a specific criteria.
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